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INDEXOF ORNITIDI.OGISTS

HINSDALEREVISITED
By Robert P. Yunick

The Editor of the International
Ornithological
Bulletin The ~ng
es to publish an Index Ornithologorum embracing the professional
pr~p:S.teur
ornithologists
of the world. All entries should be in
~glish;
closing date for all en~ries is June 30, 1970 but earlier arrival of entries would be appreciated.

February 20, 1965 was a momentous, never-to --be-forgotten
dey. Walt
Sabin and I journeyed to Hinsdale, Mass., where, in the clear, chilling
10-degree cold of a late winter afternoon we captured and banded the
Hinsdale Hawk Owl. The events of this capture were reported in the MarchApril 1965 EBBANews (28:2, pp. 81-85).

Send entries to: Prof. Dr. W. Rydzewski, Editor, The Ring,
Laboratory of Ornithology, Sienkiewicza 21, Wroclaw, Poland. Entries
should contain the following information:1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Subsequent to the banding, this owl remained in the Hinsdale area until early or mid-March, whereupon it took off for parts unknown. In the
time that has elapsed since the banding, this owl has crossed my mind
many times.
Beside reliving in reverie the thrill
of the capture, I have
enjoyed the speculation of wondering whether the bird might ever reappear
to be identified
by its band; and if so, where? With the passing of each
winter, the chances of such an occurrence have grown slimmer and slimmer,
and I had given up hope of ever hearing of the bird.

Surname
Names in full
Year of birth (optional)
Title
Positions held, including editorships,
memberships, etc.
Principal interest
in ornithology
Address
Authors of ornithological
publications
are re ~uested to quote
the most important of them.
Do you intend to purchase a copy of the Index if
reasonably priced?

However, there are those who say that some northern owl invasions
display a four-year periodicity.
This thought, as it applied to this
famous owl, never occurred to me until the happenings of last winter
passed, and indeed the fact that the winter of 1968-69 was the fourth
year since the banding had never occurred to me during the winter.

EBBANews readers are requested to circulate
this announcement among
ornithological
colleagues who may not otherwise see it.

Winter had not yet relinquished
its grip on upstate New York in
April, 1969, The time-honored opening of trout season on April 1 found
the thermometer at 12°F., only three degrees above a record low. Thus,
most everyone was prepared for an unseaso~ably cool Easter on April 6
when high pressure, resulting
from a front which had passed through the
area during the night taking with it the rain of the day before, produced
an icy brilliant
blue sk;y and calm clear weather - a day reminiscent,
except for the lack of snow and a few degrees difference in temperature,
of
February 20, 1965. At home we prepared for dinner with family guests.

TWOHOUSEFINCH NOTES
By Elinor McEntee
In December 1969 I trapped two House Finches wearing #1B bands, both
males, numbers 31-169577 and 109-139509. In the case of the latter the
toes showed considerable irritation
and some bleeding, very probably due
to the large size band slipping too far down. A note to banders of House
Finches - please use a size #1 band to avoid possible injury.
Once again I am marking House Finches with a spot of yellow paint on
the tails.
This is a means of tracing by sight records their movement
from my banding station.
I would appreciate hearing from any banders who
see these marked birds or have reports of them in their areas.
490 Fairfield
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The remaining events of the day were overshadowed by the impact of a
telephone call that came at 11t50 a.m. Mr. Philip White, in whose house
we had banded th3 Hawk Owl, was calling from Hinsdale to tell me that "the"
owl was back! It had appeared about one hour earlier.
As much as I wanted
to beat a path to Hinsdale immediately, it was impossible for me to do so.
The domestic crisis that would have ensued, had I gone, would have been
nothing short of the equivalent of federal revocation of my banding permit.
Such are the risks attached to banding.

Ave., Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
After discussing the owl's appearance with Mr. White, I told him I
would probably come the next Saturday and I asked him to keep an eye on
the owl, noting the owl's habits.
Needless to sey, the rest of the day
was a period of great a.nx:i.ety. By evening a plan of action had been determined.
The 1965 owl had liked late afternoon hunting, and the days of
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April were already long enough, so that by leaving work a little
early I
would h!l.ve enough daylight to attempt a capture.
I called Mr. White to
tell him I would be at his house at 4:30 Monday afternoon.
Walt could not
go due to other plans, but Will Merritt was game to see a bal-chatri
trap
in use.
On Monday afternoon I dashed over to Will's house to secure our bait
from Will's blackbird trap, then I picked up Will at work and we were on
our way. We arrived earlier than expected; but Mr. White was already home
and waiting.
We drove past the Whites', up "CMl Hill" - that one-half to one mile
stretch of Route 143 just past Whites' where the owl so faithfully
perched
during its 1965 residency.
There was no owl to be found. Undaunted by
this initial
disappointment,
we met with Mr. White and learned that he had
last seen the bird at 6:30 that morning. All day Sunday the bird appeared
at the same perches and outlooks about the house used by the bird in 1965.
There was no doubt in the Whites' minds that it was the same bird.
To me
it still remained a matter of gazing on the band, if the bird did indeed
have one.
We baited and set three bal-chatri
traps in the meadow from which the
1965 owl had been captured.
Once or twice we drove the road searching the
treetops for a sign of the bird.
Back at the Whites' driveway, Mr. White
came out with an expectant expression on his face and called our attention
to a dot on the horizon aver the meadow atop a distant elm. A quick scan
afforded only the silhouette
of a crow. We waited and waited.
Toward dusk a Woodcock began its nuptial display in the wet meadow.
By 6:45 it was nearly dusk and we collected our traps, ever vigilant
that
the bird might suddenly appear.
But it did not.
We had struck out. We
saw no trace of the owl.
While we failed to ascertain the individual
identity
of the bird in
question, it does seem more than coincidental
that a Hawk Owl should appear at the exact same point of residence of four years previous.
Further,
the fact that the bird chose to use some of the same haunts of the bird of
four years previous arouses the suspicion that perhaps it was one in the
same Hawk Owl, but we'll never know for sure.
1527 Myron St.,

Schenectady,

N.Y. 12309
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Oct. 31, 1969 • • • The first fall migrating Evening Grosbeaks were
heard going over at approximately 3 :30 pm. It was a nice warm day and I
was covering the big Purple Martin box with a clothlike plastic
caver to
protect it from the many winter storms that are certain to be coming our
way. Even with our present knowledge about bird migrations,
I'm sure most
true birders get a thrill
out of sighting or hearing the first migrants
of most species of birds.
It is no wonder that the early civilizations
were awed by this phenomenon.
Little did I realize that these first migrating Evening Grosbeaks
were a prelude of things to come - one that was to prove very interesting
to birders and banders alike.
Many so-called northern species were to
come southward in large numbers, some of them to areas where they had
never been recorded before.
The reasons for these periodic invasions is
not completely clear but it is likely caused either by overpopulation,
a
lack of food supplies or a combination of both.
Reports are coming in
that there was extreme cold weather with snow last June over much of northern Canada. One published report (in a Pittsburgh paper) during the hunting season stated that the reason for fewer Canada Geese this fall was due
to this cold weather - even stating that there were below-zero temperatures
and over a foot of snow in some sections.
Even if this is an overstatement,
a prolonged period of snow and subfreezing temperatures during the peak
nesting season would greatly affect the liveability
of young of many species.
This would also affect the production of winter seeds and berries.
As the winter progresses and more reports come in, one can better evaluate
the reasons behind this interesting
ornithological
winter.
Dec. 27 ••• This was the day EBBAmember Lee Lowden had selected for
his Christmas Count in the mountains of nearby Fayette Co'.Ulty. Since John
Morgan is here for the holidays from hie new home in Old. Town, Maine, he

